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We corroborate the idea of a close connection between replica-symmetry breaking and aging in
linear response function for a large class of finite-dimensional systems with short-range interacti
In these systems, which are characterized by a continuity condition with respect to weak ran
perturbations of the Hamiltonian, the “fluctuation dissipation ratio” in off-equilibrium dynamics shou
be equal to the static cumulative distribution function of the overlaps. This allows for an experimen
measurement of the equilibrium order parameter function. [S0031-9007(98)06959-2]
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The glassy state of matter can appear in systems w
quenched disorder (like spin-glasses), or in nondisorder
systems. Ergodicity breaking takes a special form
these systems. A rather generic situation is the existen
of many solid, “glass,” phases, which are very differen
from one another, and unrelated among themselves
symmetry transformations. Hence the Gibbs equilibriu
measure decomposes into a mixture of many pure sta
This phenomenon was first studied in detail in the mea
field theory of spin-glasses, where it received the nam
of replica-symmetry breaking [1]. But it can be define
in a straightforward way and easily extended to oth
systems, by considering an order parameter function, t
overlap distribution function. This function measures th
probability that two configurations of the system, picke
up independently with the Gibbs measure, lie at a give
distance from each other [2]. Replica-symmetry breakin
is made manifest when this function is nontrivial.

The existence of nontrivial overlap distributions
first found in mean field systems, has been show
unambiguously, through numerical simulations, i
finite-dimensional spin-glass systems with short-rang
interactions [3]. This order parameter function is
very important tool for the mathematical descriptio
of the Gibbs state. Unfortunately it seems impossib
to access it experimentally for two reasons: (1) Larg
glassy systems never reach equilibrium at low temper
tures; (2) The measurement of the distance betwe
configurations requires a detailed observation at t
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microscopic—atomic—level, which is impossible. (In
simulations, the second objection disappears, and one
get around the first one by working with smart algorithm
and small enough systems.)

The first objection is a very basic one: experimentall
glassy systems exhibit a nonequilibrium behavior, whic
requires a dynamical description. Quite often, they e
hibit a special type of dynamical behavior called agin
i.e., the property that extensive one-time quantities li
the energy, magnetization, etc., are asymptotically clo
to time-independent values, whereas two-time quantiti
like the autocorrelation functions and their associat
linear response functions, continue to depend on the ti
elapsed after the quench even for long times. Aging, d
fined in this way, appears in mean field spin-glasses a
has been exhibited in spin-glass experiments [4,5]. W
will not discuss systems undergoing “stabilization” [6
(sometimes called “physical aging” [7]), where one-tim
quantities cannot be considered close to their asympto
values during typical experiments. (This phenomenon h
been recently observed in a lattice gas model with co
strained dynamics [8].) In aging dynamics the usu
equilibrium properties do not hold. The analysis of som
spin-glass mean field models [9] has suggested, in p
ticular, that the usual fluctuation-dissipation relation b
tween the correlation and the response should be modifi
in a well-defined way. This modification, which holds
when both the age of the system and the measurem
time are large, involves the rescaling of the temperatu
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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by a “fluctuation-dissipation ratio” (FDR), which depend
on the relation between the two times involved [10,11
This FDR can be found experimentally by simultaneou
measurements of the noise and the response on vari
time scales and age scales.

The aim of this paper is twofold. We shall first
show that, in finite dimensionalsystems with short-
range interactions, there exists an identity relating the—
experimentally accessible—FDR to an equilibrium orde
parameter function. This static order parameter functio
is an interesting new object. We shall then discuss
relationship to the usual distribution of overlaps. Ou
argument relies on a perturbation of the original Hami
tonian by the addition of some weak—but thermody
namic—random perturbations. This method has be
recently used to derive interesting properties of the ove
lap distribution at equilibrium [12,13].

We use the language of magnetic systems, and den
by Sx the spin at a pointx of a lattice of sizeLd in d
dimensions. We work with classical spins which are re
variables in a double well potential, and the Ising lim
will often be considered for simplicity. We callHsSd
the Hamiltonian. Our argument is rather general, and w
do not have to specify much the Hamiltonian: it contain
short-range interactions, in ad dimensional space; it may
contain quenched disorder or not. The evolution of th
spin dynamics is governed by the Langevin equation
temperatureT

ÙSx  2
≠H
≠Sx

1 hx , (1)

where hx is a white noise of variancekhxstdhyst0dl 
2Tdxydst 2 t0d. (We denote by angular brackets therma
averages, i.e., either in the dynamic framework, the ave
age with respect to the realization of the random nois
or in the static framework, the average with respect to t
Gibbs measure.) The system starts at timet  0 from
a random initial condition. Important quantities are th
correlation function,Cst, t0d  s1yNd

P
xkSxstdSxst0dl, and

the response function, which measures the response of
spins at timet to an instantaneous field at timet0,

Rst, t0d 
1
N

X
x

dkSxstdl
dhxst0d

. (2)

The quantity which is measured experimentally (thermor
manent magnetization) is the integrated response functi
defined byxst, t0d  T

Rt0

0 dt00 Rst, t00d.
The FDRXsqd is obtained by considering the infinite-

time limit of the response function, fixing the correlation
functionCst, t0d to a given valueq [9–11],

Xsqd  lim
t,t0!`

Cst,t0dq

≠xst, t0d
≠t0

,
≠Cst, t0d

≠t0
. (3)

The usual equilibrium dynamics is obtained by sendin
the two timest, t0 to infinity while keeping their differ-
encet  t 2 t0 fixed. Then the correlation and respons
functions,Cst, t0d andRst, t0d, reach their equilibrium val-
s
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ues, cstd and rstd. In short-range systems this regime
relates to the property of “local equilibrium,” i.e., to the
fact that any finite region of space reaches equilibriu
locally. The Edwards-Anderson order parameter is d
fined dynamically byqEA  limt!` cstd, and the usual
fluctuation-dissipation theorem asserts that, forq . qEA,
Xsqd  1. The aging regime concerns systems with wea
ergodicity breaking, such that the correlationCst, t0d re-
laxes belowqEA when t ! ` (at fixed t0) [14]. Then
the FDR Xsqd can become different from unity in the
regimeq , qEA. Numerical measures of the FDR have
been performed in short-range spin-glasses, ferromagn
and structural glass models [15], through parametric plo
of the integrated response function versus the correlati
[5]. The ratioTyXsqd can be interpreted as an effective
temperature [16].

We wish to relate the FDR to an equilibrium orde
parameter. Let us add to the original Hamiltonian
perturbation of the formeH2, with

H2 
X

x
hxSxST sxd , (4)

where thehx ’s are independent Gaussian random var
ables of variance one, andT is a translation of length
Ly2 in a fixed directione, say, thex axis [so thatT sxd 
x 1 sLy2de]. The thermal expectation value of the per
turbationkH2l is a contribution to the internal energy of
the system which is extensive and self-averaging, i.e., i
dependent (in the thermodynamical limit) of the particula
realization of the disorder contained in eitherH or H2.
The interactionH2, which looks long range, is, in fact, a
local perturbation in a different space. Let us divide th
space into two halves (Sl andSr) and rename the spins in
the right-hand part so that ifx [ Sl thenT sxd [ Sr and
ST sxd  S0

x . The total Hamiltonian can now be written as

HsS, S0d  HlsSd 1 Hr sS0d 1 BsS, S0d

1 e
X

x[Sl

hxSxS0
x . (5)

The HamiltonianHl and Hr refer, respectively, to the
spins inSl and Sr . The termBsS, S0d is a surface term
whose presence does not affect the average ofH2. Drop-
ping it, the Hamiltonian (5) characterizes a spin syste
of size Ldy2, with two spinsSx , S0

x on each site, and a
purely local interaction. Notice that in the case of disor
dered systems the spin systemsS and S0 taken individu-
ally contain two independent realizations of the disorder

Since the perturbationH2 is a sum of local terms, the
thermal expectation value (for almost all realizations of th
disorder)kH2stdl measured in the dynamics has a long-tim
limit which is equal to its equilibrium expectation value
The proof of this fact is standard for systems with shor
range interactions. We first notice that the free energ
densityfstd must reach, at long times, its equilibrium value
feq: if it were to converge to a valuefs`d larger than the
1759
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equilibrium one, one could always nucleate a bubble
radiusr with the equilibrium free energy, with a cost o
free energy less than or equal tocrd21 1 f feq 2 fs`dgrd,
which becomes negative for large enoughr. Therefore the
free energy reaches equilibrium, as well as its derivat
with respect toe, proving the convergence ofkH2stdl.
(Notice that we do not discuss here the time scale
reaching this equilibrium, which may become very lon
in some systems: what matters here is that it is finite wh
L ! `.)

We now compute the expectation value of the pertur
tion H2 in the dynamics and in the statics. SincekH2stdl
is self-averaging, it is equal to its average over the r
dom field h and all other possible quenched disorder
the system, which we denote byEh kH2stdl. In the dy-
namical framework, starting from the Langevin equati
in the presence of the perturbationeH2, we express the
average ofH2 in the Martin-Siggia-Rose formalism [17
as a path integral,

kH2stdl  EhkH2stdl

 Eh

Z
D sSd D sŜd eIfS,iŜg

X
x

hxSxstdST sxdstd ,

(6)

with the dynamical action

IfS, iŜg 
Z

dt0
X

x
iŜxst0d

3

"
ÙSx 1

≠H
≠Sx

1 e
≠H2

≠Sx
1 iTŜx

#
. (7)

Integrating by parts over thehx ’s, and observing that the
insertion of iŜxst0d acts as the derivative with respe
to an impulsive magnetic field at sitex and at timet0,
dydhxst0d, we obtain [18]

EhkH2stdl  2e
X

x
Eh

d

dhT sxdstd
kSxstdSxst0dST sxdst0dl .

(8)

In the linear response regimebe ø 1, the average of the
product on far away sites factorizes up to terms of ord
e, and one has

Eh
d

dhT sxdstd
kSxstdSxst0dST sxdst0dl  Cst, t0dRst, t0d

1 Osed . (9)

Assuming that the bound holds uniformly in time (remem
ber that the large volume limit is taken before the lar
time limit) and substituting the definition (3) of the FDR
we obtain for large values oft

2ebN
Z 1

0
dq Xesqdq  ebN

√
1 2

Z 1

0
dq

dXe

dq
q2

!
,

(10)

where we have assumed limt!` Cst, 0d  0 for simplic-
ity. We have denoted byXe the FDR of the system with
the perturbed Hamiltonian. Notice that this is a very ge
1760
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there is quenched disorder.

We now turn to the statics. The thermal equilibrium
average ofH2 is self-averaging with respect to disorder
We can thus evaluate it as follows:

kH2l  Eh
1
Z

X
S

e2bfHsSd1eH2sSdg
X

x
hxSxST sxd . (11)

Integrating by parts over thehx ’s, we obtain

kH2l  beNEh

√
1 2

1
N

X
x

kSxST sxdl2

!
. (12)

Invoking again linear response for smalle, together with
the fact thatx and T sxd are infinitely far apart in the
thermodynamic limit, we can write

EhkSxST sxdl2  EhkSxSyl2 1 Osed , (13)

wherex andy are two far away spins not directly coupled
in H2. We obtain then (up to higher orders ine)

kH2l  beNEh

√
1 2

Z
dq Pesqdq2

!
. (14)

The last equality, involving the overlap distributionPesqd
for the perturbed system, results from the decompositio
of the Gibbs measure into a sum of pure states charact
ized by a clustering property [2].

Comparing the two results, (10) and (14), for the dy
namics and the statics, we see that the second moment
the dynamical order parameter functiondXesqdydq and of
the static onePesqd coincide for the system in the pres-
ence of the perturbationeH2. It is straightforward to gen-
eralize this derivation to perturbations of the typeHp P

x hxSxST1sxd · · · STp21sxd, whereTksxd  x 1 skypLde.
(For p  1 the perturbation is nothing but a small ran
dom field term.) This shows that thepth moments of the
two functionsdXesqdydq andPesqd coincide.

Let us now consider the functionsX̃sqd 
lime!0 Xesqd and P̃sqd  lime!0 Pesqd. (To be precise,
we need to introduce simultaneously all the perturbatio
with arbitrary p and strengthep, and send all theep ’s
to 0.) These are two characteristic functions of ou
problem. One describes the violation of the FDR in th
out of equilibrium dynamics, and the other describe
some equilibrium correlations. These two functions ar
equal, and thus an unexpected link between statics a
dynamics is established.

We now discuss the relationship between the new fun
tions dX̃ydq, P̃sqd, and the more conventional definitions
of the FDR and the overlap distribution. Let us firs
consider the equilibrium distributioñPsqd. Clearly, in a
situation with ergodicity breaking and several nearly de
generate pure states, the effect of thee perturbation which
scales ase

p
Ld induces a reshuffling of the weights of

the states. A simple example appears when there is
exact degeneracy due to a symmetry. For instance,
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the case of an Ising Hamiltonian quadratic in the sp
variables, the symmetry by reversal of all the spins im
plies that the overlap distributionPsqd of the unperturbed
system is symmetric:Psqd  Ps2qd, each pure state ap-
pearing with the same weight as its symmetric one in th
Gibbs measure. This symmetry will be violated by th
perturbation termsHp with oddp, leading (in the absence
of further reshuffling) to the relation lime!01 Pesqd ;
P01 sqd  2usqdPsqd. Suppose now that care has bee
taken of all the symmetries of the system, by defining
modified P̂sqd measuring the distance between orbits o
the symmetry group. It is reasonable to believe that, for
large class of systems, the reshuffling of the weights w
lift only the degeneracy, so that̃Psqd  P̂sqd. We shall
refer to such systems as beingstochastically stable.Mean
field spin-glasses fall into this category, as well as Isin
ferromagnets in dimensionsd $ 2 [19], but we do not
know how to characterize this class in general. Turning
the case of dynamics, it is trivial to show that the limit o
e ! 0 is smooth when it is taken before the limit of large
times (the infinite volume limit is always taken first). If
the limits commute, then the static̃Xsqd 

Rq
0 dq0 P̃sq0d

is identical to the dynamical (FDR)Xsqd of the unper-
turbed system, measured withrandom initial spin con-
figurations. This result holds for Sherrington-Kirkpatrick
spin-glasses, but is violated, e.g., inp-spin spherical
spin-glass models, where the dynamics is dominated
infinitely long-lived metastable states.

Summarizing, we have introduced a new order param
ter function for systems at equilibrium, which can b
related in general, in finite-dimensional systems, to th
FDR of a weakly perturbed system. This new orde
parameter is interesting since its moments are obtain
as expectation values of extensive quantities. It is th
much more robust than the usual overlap distributio
and will not have the same chaotic behavior under we
perturbations. It is interesting to notice that in mea
field spin-glasses, the order parameter appearing fro
the replica computation is naturally related to this ne
order parameter. For stochastically stable systems, t
new order parameter is equal to the overlap distributio
of symmetry classes of the states, and can be measu
experimentally. The relation implies that in any finite
dimensional system replica-symmetry breaking and agi
in the response functions either appear together or do
appear at all. Although we have used the language
the magnetic systems, the arguments put forward he
can be generalized to systems of a different nature, us
different random perturbations of the Hamiltonian.
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